
 

 

Schema Theory 
● Bartlett (1932): Originally associated with Frederick Bartlett in 30s famous book 

‘Remembering’  

o Be presented the idea that what we remember is influenced by what we already 

know 

o Book was about reconstructive memory theory; used ‘schema’ to refer to units of 

stored knowledge which affect processing of incoming information 

● An abstract concept; can’t be ‘seen’ but can be helpful in helping to understand how 

cognitive processes may work; top down processing 

● Organised packets of information/knowledge: Schemas are packets of information on a 

specific theme about the world, people , events etc, may contain expectations, beliefs, prior 

experiences etc 

● Schemas are simplified, generalised representations of everything that we know about each 

aspect of our world, based on prior experience; ‘ready-made expectations’ that help us deal 

with relentless flow of information 

●  Schemas help make life more predictable; we store knowledge about what to expect based 

on past experience and knowledge from others; priming 

● A cross referenced filing system: organises stored knowledge; should make it more 

accessible  

● Networks or webs of knowledge Schemas are linked together; inter-connected; activation 

of one schema may trigger activation in other linked areas of stored information; associative 

memory 

● Incoming information (input) events is actively interpreted in the light of existing knowledge 

stored in schemas (top down processing of info received from senses) 

● Assimilation refers to the process of adding new information to an existing schema; 

however sometimes accommodation will occur where by a schema must be altered 

somewhat as evidence from the outside world conflicts with our internal representation; 

however in this circumstance the information may also be distorted or ignored altogether in 

order to preserve the existing schema; we may be particularly motivated to do this if the 

schema relates to something which is important to us and relates to our self worth 

● Reconstruction; sometimes when we are unable to recall details of an event, schemas may 

be called upon and the mind ‘fills in the gaps’; using information from the schema; (laws of 

probability based on past experience and cultural knowledge) 

● Schemas can affect our memory at all three stages of encoding, storage and retrieval. 
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